Florida International University researchers were awarded $3,373,006 in July 2013. Listed below is a summary of awards received for the month of July.

**PI:** David A Becker  
**Chemistry**  
**Awards Sponsor:** GEX Corporation  
**Title:** Preparation Synthesis and Protocols Preparation of Samples Including Azulenyl Nitrones for Radiation Detection  
**Award:** $7,000

**PI:** Eric Jeremiah Bishop-Von Wettberg  
**Biology**  
**Awards Sponsor:** Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden  
**Title:** Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden supports research and education in tropical botany. As a tangible expression of this support, they provide graduate student support for individuals working for higher degrees in areas of tropical plant science.  
**Award:** $24,960

**PI:** Fabian Gonzalo Cevallos  
**Civil and Environmental Engineering**  
**Awards Sponsor:** Florida Department of Transportation  
**Title:** Guidelines for Bus Transit Stops in Highway Construction Work Zones  
**Award:** $2,823

**PI:** Jose Miguel Cruz  
**Center for Admin of Justice**  
**Awards Sponsor:** Inter-American Development Bank  
**Title:** Crime and Violence in Latin America and the Caribbean  
**Award:** $71,354

**PI:** Paulo H De Hendonca Chaves  
**Com Medicine**  
**Awards Sponsor:** Johns Hopkins University  
**Title:** Clinical Significance of Short-term Change and Variability of Grip Strength  
**Award:** $14,755

**PI:** Mario R De La Rosa  
**Crusada**  
**Awards Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Title:** Center for Substance Use and AIDS Research on Latinos in the United States  
**Award:** $1,086,126
PI: Jessy Devieux
HEALTH PROMO AND DISEASE PREV
AWARDING SPONSOR: National Institutes of Health
TITLE: An Innovative Video Intervention for Newborn Medical Male Circumcision
AWARD: $ 221,975

PI: Fatma G Ercanli-Huffman
DOR - DIVISION OF RESEARCH
AWARDING SPONSOR: FIU Division of Research
TITLE: DORBRDG
AWARD: $ 61,972

PI: Cheng-Tin Gan
CIVIL AND ENVIRON ENGINEERING
AWARDING SPONSOR: Florida Department of Transportation
TITLE: Technical and Research Support for ITS and Traffic Engineering Projects (LOA#2)
AWARD: $ 200,000

PI: Ana Cristina Souza Lima Gouvea
COMM SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
AWARDING SPONSOR: National Institutes of Health
TITLE: Monolingual and bilingual infants' sensitivity to agreement morphology in Spanish
AWARD: $ 137,605

PI: Anibal Gutierrez Jr.
PSYCHOLOGY
AWARDING SPONSOR: University of Miami
TITLE: Advancing Social-Communication and Play (ASAP): An Intervention Program for Preschoolers with Autism
AWARD: $ 6,377

PI: Jean Louise Hannan
NURSING UNDERGRADUATE
AWARDING SPONSOR: National Institutes of Health
TITLE: Low Income First Time Mothers: Effects of APN Follow-up Mobile Technology on Mate
AWARD: $ 137,605
PI: Steven Heine
ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM
AWARDING SPONSOR: Japan Foundation
TITLE: Japan Foundation Grant - Institutional Support
AWARD: $ 44,468

PI: Leonel Lagos
ARC APPLIED RESEARCH CENTER
AWARDING SPONSOR: Office of Environmental Management
TITLE: Florida International University's Research Support to the Department of Energy's Office of Environmental Management
AWARD: $ 59,888
PI: Leonel Lagos
**ARC Applied Research Center**
**Awarding Sponsor:** Office of Environmental Management
**Title:** Sub Project 1 - FIU'S Environment: Florida International University's Research Support to the Department of Energy's Office of Environmental Management  
Award: $46,300

PI: Leonel Lagos
**ARC Applied Research Center**
**Awarding Sponsor:** Office of Environmental Management
**Title:** Subproject: Florida International University's Research Support to the Department of Energy's Office of Environmental Management  
Award: $19,124

PI: Leonel Lagos
**ARC Applied Research Center**
**Awarding Sponsor:** Office of Environmental Management
**Title:** Sub Project 3 - Remediation: Florida International University's Research Support to the Department of Energy's Office of Environmental Management  
Award: $40,260

PI: Leonel Lagos
**ARC Applied Research Center**
**Awarding Sponsor:** Office of Environmental Management
**Title:** Subproject - Waste and D&D Eng: Florida International University's Research Support to the Department of Energy's Office of Environmental Management  
Award: $123,487

PI: Cathy Leff
**The Wolfsonian**
**Awarding Sponsor:** City of Miami Beach
**Title:** Master Plan Program for The Wolfsonian  
Award: $150,000

PI: Wei-Chiang Lin
**Biomedical Engineering**
**Awarding Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health
**Title:** Smart Intraoperative Guidance for Pediatric Brain Tumor Surgery  
Award: $355,812

PI: Teresa A Lucas
**COE Teaching and Learning**
**Awarding Sponsor:** Institute of International Education
**Title:** BETUSA @ FIU  
Award: $45,192

PI: Teresa A Lucas
**COE Teaching and Learning**
**Awarding Sponsor:** Institute of International Education
**Title:** Subproject: BETUSA @ FIU  
Award: $177,168
PI: Anthony McGoron
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
AWARDING SPONSOR: National Institutes of Health
TITLE: Novel Polymeric nanoparticles for drug delivery applications
AWARD: $44,898

PI: Fernando Miralles-Wilhelm
SOUTHEAST ENV RESEARCH CTR
AWARDING SPONSOR: Everglades Foundation
TITLE: Modeling of Nutrient Exchange Program for the Everglades
AWARD: $20,000

PI: Winifred Elysse Newman
ARCHITECTURE
AWARDING SPONSOR: FIU Foundation
TITLE: District 11 Strategic Development Plan
AWARD: $29,933

PI: Lesley A Northup
HONORS COLLEGE
AWARDING SPONSOR: FIU Division of Research
TITLE: Advanced Research and Creativity in Honors
AWARD: $23,400

PI: Carlos Manuel Parra
COB DEPT OF MARKETING
AWARDING SPONSOR: Citi Innovations for Poverty Action-IPA
TITLE: Impact of livelihood-linked products and enterprise development trainings in inclusive distribution programs
AWARD: $7,500

PI: Jennifer H Richards
BIOLOGY
AWARDING SPONSOR: Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden
TITLE: Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden supports research and education in tropical botany. As a tangible expression of this support, they provide graduate student support for individuals working for higher degrees in areas of tropical plant science.
AWARD: $23,460

PI: Sofia Santiesteban
COLLEGE ACCESS
AWARDING SPONSOR: Florida Department of Education
TITLE: FIU CROP South Florida Consortium
AWARD: $48,490

PI: Leonard Scinto
SOUTHEAST ENV RESEARCH CTR
AWARDING SPONSOR: National Park Service
TITLE: Provide office services and operational technical support to the South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Task Force, Office of the Executive Director
AWARD: $20,900
PI: Ines R Triay Melendez
**ARC APPLIED RESEARCH CENTER**
**AWARDING SPONSOR:** Waste Control Specialists LLC
**TITLE:** Marketing, Communications, Knowledge Management, and Outreach Background Consulting 
**AWARD:** $45,052

PI: Maria Elena Villar
**ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC REL**
**AWARDING SPONSOR:** South Florida Behavioral Health Network
**TITLE:** FACES Social Marketing (Manage all social marketing activities for the FACES system of care project) 
**AWARD:** $30,000

PI: Ophelia I Weeks
**BIOLOGY**
**AWARDING SPONSOR:** Indiana University-Purdue University Ind
**TITLE:** Statement of work for Feng Pan at Indiana-University-Purdue University Indianapolis 
**AWARD:** $25,065

PI: Hakan Yilmazkuday
**ECONOMICS**
**AWARDING SPONSOR:** Vanderbilt University
**TITLE:** International Cities as the Economic Unit of Account: Theory and Measurement 
**AWARD:** $20,056